National Clarion Cycling Club
National Committee Meeting
By Zoom
Saturday 1st August 2020 19:00 (7pm)

Present: Ian Bullock (Chair except for item 12), Steve Clarke, Edward Gilder,
Charlie Harvey (Chair for item 12), Edward Ireland, Neil Matheson.

1] Apologies for absence: Ken Hemsley, Chris Henderson, Jackie Hickman,
Martin Hickman, Andrew Martin. Ian had spoken to Ken and gone through the
agenda in advance of the meeting.

2] Minutes of last meeting: Agreed

4] Matters arising: No news as yet from Martin and Jackie re: 2021 Easter
Meet.

5] Review by Chris Henderson of the National Clarion CC’s organisation. Chris
was keen to be sent the names of possible people who could be approached to
join or assist the NC. Charlie and Steve both had names in mind. Several NC
members were willing to take part in Zoom meetings with sections as part of
the consultation process. There was general agreement that Chris’s review and
timetable was the way to go.
Action: All to contact with Chris with the names of people to approach.

6] Financial report: Andrew had given apologies for absence. The bank
mandates still need to be sorted out as Ian Clarke is still a signatory.
Action: Andrew to reorganise out bank mandates.

7] Boots & Spurs: Had now gone out it in the post. Edward G was now
preparing B&S Extra which he hoped would be out by the end of August. He
had been in touch with Chris who had advised him to keep it at one page. He
was planning to use Mailchimp for distribution and was investigating Word for
Mailchimp. The point was raised regarding GDPR and checking if it allowed
email addresses to be passed to a 3rd party i.e. Mailchimp. Neil may be able to
help him as Mailchimp was used by West Lothian Section and he will look into
the GDPR implications. He was hoping to produce an edition on a two monthly
basis. It may be difficult to find material for the next full edition of B&S as, due
to the coronavirus pandemic, there had been few Clarion activities to report
on.
Action: Neil to check on GDPR implications of using Mailchimp.

8] Clarion archives: Ian Clarke was keen to get the archive boxes out of his
home. Steve had found some secure storage which might be able to be shared
with Fenland Section. The cost was initially £34.20 + £24 insurance a month,
rising to £56 + £24 insurance. Charlie offered to come up to Peterborough to
help sort out the material suitable for deposit in a museum or library. Once
sorted, it was hoped to deposit material worth keeping at the People’s History
Museum in Manchester or the Working Class Movement Library in Salford.
Action: Steve and Charlie to liaise direct on this.

9] Correspondence to bike@clarioncc.org : Charlie reported on this. Initially, a
lot of Tuxford Clarion email has been mixed up with it as Ian Clarke remained
the Tuxford Secretary. This had now largely been sorted out. Most of the
emails he received were routine and were usually about membership fees and
redirected to Andrew and Martin, racing and redirected to Steve or
merchandise and redirected to Edward G. The one email that was relevant to
the whole NC concerned the situation at Wortley Hall, of which the Clarion was
a shareholder. It had been badly hit by the restrictions due to the coronavirus
pandemic which had particularly affected its business from weddings. Some
redundancies were sadly inevitable. Charlie would continue to deal with the
bike@clarioncc.org account until the end of August when Edward G may be
able to take it over.

10] AOB:

Safeguarding: Edward G asked if we had as Safeguarding Officer. Some
sections who had a youth membership should have some safeguarding
provision as it was a requirement from British Cycling. There were sections
who have a Safeguarding Officer or Welfare Officer. It was agreed that Chris
should be asked to add it to the list of NC responsibilities and that Charlie
would distribute the policy of the London Cycling Campaign (LCC).
Action: Chris to note. Charlie to circulate LCC safeguarding policy.

Facebook: Edward I asked about who was now the admins for the Facebook
page. They currently were: Ian Clarke, Neil, Martin, Chris Goode, Steve. Neil
was not aware of a way to remove Ian Clarke as an admin. Steve would speak
to Ian C and try to sort this out.
Action: Steve to speak to Ian C.

Highway Code: Charlie had drafted an individual response to the Department
of Transport’s consultation on the revision of the Highway Code. He had
circulated it to the NC and was happy to make it the basis of a Clarion
response. Edward G noted that Cycling UK had produced a useful summary of
the recommendations.
Action: All to let Charlie know if they want his letter to be the basis of a
Clarion response and to let him know of comments that they would like
included.

Racing awards: Steve said that as most racing events were cancelled this year
due to the coronavirus pandemic and that many others were having a reduced
field as would be competitors were reluctant to travel. He suggested that the
10 mile, 25 mile and 50 mile awards should be awarded to the fastest
performance of the season. It would not be worth trying to run national

Clarion events or a championship series this year. He would circulate a paper
with his detailed plans and would use B&S Extra to publicise them.

11] Time and date of next meeting: Tuesday 1st September at 20:00 (8pm) by
Zoom. N.B. This is an hour later than previous meetings.

12] Response to correspondence from Charles Jepson: The NC favoured a
reply informing Charles Jepson that we were currently going through a review
of our organisation and seeking a new National Secretary and that, for the time
being, that had to be our priority. Hopefully, we could talk further when our
plans were more fully developed and agreed with the wider organisation.
During the discussion, Edward I kindly offered to take responsibility for the
Clarion trademark.

